The rf accelerating system is the heart of many low, medium and high energy particle accelerators and in many cases, it is also a major drain of investement money and operational costs. In order to increase efficiency, many computer codes have been developed in the last few decades. Recently, it has been realized that parasitic collective effects can also present serious problems in the most expensive front line high energy physics accelerators. Nowadays, cavity design is no longer only a question of optimizing the shunt impedance but also of optimizing the overall effect of the system. Also, all other non-rf cavities in an accelerator are found to cause many problems.
Introduction
For many years, cavity modelling consisted of optimizing the shunt impedance of a specific structure in order to obtain the highest accelerating gradient for a given rf power. Since most rf structures have cylindrical symmetry, the lowest accelerating modes are cylindrically symmetric too and can be described by one scalar variable in a two dimensional grid (in the r-z plane). Codes for this kind of problem have existed for many years: MESSYMESH [1] (1961), LALA [21 (1966) , SUPERFISH [3] (1976) and many others with improvements in speed or other details [4,5,6,7,81. From practical experience it has been found that in a real cavity together with a real charged particle beam the fields are no longer fully cylindrically symmetric and as a consequence, problems arise with transverse modes. In general, a cylindrically symmetric structure has subsets of modes varying as cosmq and only the m = 0 (TMV) family is used for acceleration. Any asymmetry in the beam or the structure leads to excitation of modes of family m = 1 (di- The situation today is that we are just beginning to use 3D-codes for the routine design of accelerators. It seems that the only limitation is the availability of cpu time, large core memory and colour graphics and that otherwise the problems of finding numerical solutions for Maxwell's equations have been solved. However, the next few years will show the limitations of 3D-computation and it will probably take more than a few years until 3D-codes can be used routinely by non-experts.
Since this new 3D-system is not yet well-known, we will describe it here with some preliminary examples.
2D-Codes In this section we will describe the properties of the two codes URMEL and URMEL-T which we take as representative of all the others. The theory is described in sufficient detail elsewhere, so here it is sufficient just to state that both codes use electric (or magnetic) field components in the (r,z) plane as unknowns, that this is the major difference compared to the other codes and that this is why they have no problems.
These codes run on an arbitrarily shaped cylindrically symmetric structure that may contain some material bodies (e,,p). An figure 7 . The cpu time consumption of TBCI is also moderate in spite of the fact that one may use many mesh points (up to 60000 for 2 Mbyte on an IBM 3081).
By using URMEL and TBCI in combination, it is possible to treat many cavity problems in accelerator design.
3D-Codes
Fully three dimensional codes for mode calculation and transient fields has been described in several publications [16, 17, 18, 23] . However, due to a problem in the ansatz the resonator codes do not produce reliable results, i.e. eigensolutions which should be purely oscillatory sometimes contain admixtures of static fields. Then a certain parameter has to be varied and the sensitivity of the result to that parameter has to be observed in order to identify bad solutions. A different method for the discretization published recently [21] does not suffer from this problem: the 3D-URMEL produces unique solutions that are purely resonant.
For time domain calculations, there is also a new version (3D-BCI [24]) now available that can deal with arbitrarily shaped structures.
Since input and output of 3D-codes is quite a complicated job, a 3D-code system called MAFIA [22] is now being prepared by an internatinal collaboration which has been set up between DESY, KfA JUlich and LANL in order to provide the accelerator community with a universal 3D-CAD system for all electromagnetic problems in accelerator design. This system has a common input processor (M3) generating the meshes so that one can run 3D-URMEL and 3D-BCI (or other 3D-codes for magnets etc. figure 9 .
This code is now being used at DESY to design all vacuum parts for HERA.
URMEL-3D: The three dimensional URMEL has so far only been used for calculating modes in some test cavities [19] . In order to increase the calculation speed, the code has been separated into two pieces, the generation of the matrix and the calculation of the eigenvalues. Two eigenvalue solvers may be used, one which is the same as in the 2D-URMEL and a new one by one of us (B.S, [22] ) using a modern multi-grid method.
The code can determine the n lowest eigenfrequencies and fields in arbitrarily shaped 3D-cavities with or without insertions of permittive or permeable material.
Results (Table I) (Table II) .
More realistic examples are now being worked on but results were not available in time for this conference. Table I : Modes calculated in a cylindrical pill box using 2D and 3D grids (for geometry see figure 10 ). The modelling of cylindrically symmetric structures is now very far advanced and takes into account parasitic wake field effects and also standard optimizations such as shunt impedance. These codes are routinely used for designing accelerator components and they are well tested and easy to use.
Three dimensional cavity analysis is still a job for experts and general codes are just coming into common distribution. The most advanced system, MAFIA, allows computation of 3D-cavity modes, 3D-transient wake fields and other field problems within one structured code system. The main parts of this system have just been finished and have survived the first tests. They will be distributed in the near future. Provided that computer size and speed continues to increase these 3D-codes will also be a common tool soon.
